BE PART OF THE MODERN ORIGINAL!
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin – the mother of all modern universities – is one of the leading higher educational institutions in Germany.

BE PART OF EXCELLENT CLASSES AND LECTURES!
The courses of HUWISU offer ample space for outstanding lectures and discussions intertwined with hands-on experience in field trips and guided tours.

BE PART OF BERLIN!
Dip into the spirit of a historic, innovative and vibrant city that lies at the core of each HUWISU-course and our cultural activities.

BE PART OF HUWISU!
Throughout the last years, over 1,000 students have learned together, made friends and took experiences back to their home countries that only HUWISU can offer.

BE PART OF WINTER
January 9 – January 27, 2012

Berlin in the Winter
(German Language Course)

Global Cities as Centers of Knowledge Production
(English Subject Course)

Currencies of Education and Currencies of Knowledge in a Globalizing World
(English Subject Course)

The Berlin Wall – Iron Curtain and Symbol for Europe
(English Subject Course)

“The programme promoted by the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin was what I was looking for: excellence in teaching, good staff, recognized institution and an involved social programme.”
Maurício Vieira, Brazil

“The Berlin was a magnificent experience, it actually still is, even though I am not physically there anymore. It enriched me as a person and played quite a big role in my personal development.”
Daniel Els, South Africa

Discounts:
• Early Bird: Register before Sept. 15th to save € 50
• Alumni receive a discount of € 50
• Register for two courses and get a € 50 discount

Phone: +49 (0)30 2093 2705
Email: sommeruni@uv.hu-berlin.de
http://huwisu.de